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The world is full of possibilities and so are your students! Inspire their curiosity each day with the
activities, printables, and videos below. Create “anytime” moments of playful learning with resources
from pbslearningmedia.org, pbskids.org, and the PBS KIDS Video app.

For more classroom resources, visit
pbslearningmedia.org/collection/teach-your-way

PBS KIDS and the PBS KIDS Logo are registered trademarks of Public Broadca1sting Service. Used with permission.

Mighty Mathematicians 
Dive into the collection to 
discover new ways to 
explore math with media!

Meatball Launcher | 
CURIOUS GEORGE
Help Curious George add 
the right number of meatballs 
to each plate.

Song: Number of the 
Day: 0-5 | SESAME STREET
Sing along with The Count 
to introduce today's number 
of the day (0 to 5).

Counting | PEG + CAT
Download activities to 
explore math with Peg + Cat. 

Practice Counting to 5 
and Calming Down
Practice calming down. 
Take three deep breaths 
in and out, and count to five.

Count Ladybug Spots 
With Your Child | 
SESAME STREET
Explore counting by creating 
ladybug art.

Four + One = Five Sleeping 
Pirates | PEG + CAT
Peg and Cat help the Pirates 
learn how to add up to five.

Math | SESAME STREET 
Find videos, games, and 
printable materials to help 
you introduce math to 
your students.

The Perfect Ten Problem | 
PEG + CAT
Introduce an interactive 
storybook to help Peg 
add to Parrot's score for the 
perfect 10.

The Number 8 | 
SESAME STREET
Practice counting to 8 as 
you sing, dance, and clap 
along with your 
SESAME STREET friends!

Seven Dancing Chickens
Craft | SESAME STREET
It's fun to count things in 
different ways. Make seven 
dancing chickens and 
count away!

Practice Counting to 10 
and Sorting
Collect 10 twigs. Sort them 
from smallest to largest.

Count Your Chickens | 
PEG + CAT
Search for chickens while 
practicing counting and 
recognizing numbers 1-10.

Ten Friends | PEG + CAT
Sing-along with Peg, Cat, 
and their fairy tale friends 
about the many ways they 
can make the number 10.

PEG + CAT
Invite Peg + Cat into your 
classroom and introduce 
resources to help your 
students explore real-life 
situations involving math.

Count with Allie | 
CURIOUS GEORGE
With Curious George and 
Allie, practice reading and
writing numerals 0 to 19.

Ramone Shakes It Plenty | 
PEG + CAT
Teach about counting, 
cardinality, and representing 
the number 20, while moving
about!

Classroom Posters: Set 1 | 
PBS KIDS
From numbers to the 
alphabet, print and post a 
set of early childhood 
posters in your classroom.

Practice Counting to 20
Use the classroom posters 
(1-10 and 1-100) and count 
items you find in nature.

Painted Centigurps | 
ODD SQUAD
Using grid coordinates, 
count and find out how many 
Centigurps have fallen into 
each paint can.

Song: Number of the Day: 
16-20 | SESAME STREET 
Sing-along with The Count to 
learn about the 
numbers16-20.

ODD SQUAD
Make math a fun, 
imaginative experience, 
by mixing concepts like 
arithmetic with storytelling.

Codebreaker | ODD SQUAD 
Support your students with 
identifying and counting 
patterns in 1s, 2s, 5s, and 10s.

50 Centigurps Found | 
ODD SQUAD
Help your students learn to 
count by 10s to 100.

Skip Counting 5, 10, & 100 | 
THE ELECTRIC COMPANY
Join the Electric Company 
to review counting by 
5's, 10's, and 100's. 

Practice Skip Counting by 5 
Practice skip counting in 
multiples of 5. 
How high can your students 
count?

Find Your Badge Number | 
ODD SQUAD
Help your students decode 
their own secret agent 
number.

100th Day of School 
Educator Guide | PEG + CAT
Use this special educator 
guide to bring estimation and 
counting into the classroom. 

Ones, Tens, and Hundreds | 
CYBERCHASE
Join the CYBERCHASE team 
to help a spider count in ones, 
tens, and hundreds.

Ready to Learn: Math
Help your students learn
counting and cardinality, 
comparing sets and 
numerical relations through 
operating with numbers.

Activity Starters | 
PEG + CAT
Cut out these learning cards
for quick, adult-led 
conversation and activity 
starters!

Practice Skip Counting by 10 
Start at 3 and count in 
multiples of 10. 
How high can your students 
count?

Numbers & Counting | 
Virtual Pre-K
Using their own names, 
children will learn counting, 
one-to-one correspondance, 
and comparing.

Practice Counting With 
Your Hands
Help students learn how to 
count forward and backward 
by 1’s, 5’s, and 10’s with 
their hands.
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